
Cellular phone
 

 

How to communicate with your friend? In human world, we 

use cellular phone. Have you ever heard about cellular 

phone? Nowadays cellular phone is human’s necessaries of 

life. These days so many people have cellular phone. It 

is a type of telephone. (Telephone is the electrical 

system of communication that people uses to talk directly 

to someone in a different place.) Its purpose is contact 

other people easily.(Purpose is thing that you want to 

achieve )Cellular phone is very easy to carry.(Carry is  

holding it so that it does not fall the ground.)

Wherever you go, you can take it. It is 

portable.(portable means easily move or carry something.)

Its shape is various – round, rectangle. (Round is shaped 

like a ball, circle. Rectangle is a four-sided shape.) 

Generally, it is a small rectangle and black or white 

color. It has a little screen and number plate, so you can 

push the button. .(Button is small hard objects on the 



electrical device.)Then, numbers are showed the screen. 

(Screen is flat surface which you can see pictures.) Then, 

you can push the ‘call’ button and call your friend and you 

can hear your friend voices. Then, talk to your friend!  

Also, you can send a message to your friend. (The message 

means that people are trying to talk to their friend.) It 

is very interesting, isn’t it? You can buy it. cellular 

phone’s store which is near our university( University  is 

a place where students are educated. ) (Buy means you 

obtain it by paying money for it.) If you can’t find store, 

I’ll go with you.(Store is a place where has  many 

things.)Now, Do you understand what it is cellular phone? I 

know it is very strange to you.(Strange means you are 

worried about something.) But if you use it just one time, 

you feel cellular phone is very comfortable to talk to 

people.

 


